
RUBBER STRIP INSTRUCTIONS: Attach 
the included rubber strip to your 
Stairslide before use. Place it 
underneath Stairslide so the edge of 
the rubber strip meets the back 
edge of Stairslide. Clean the surface 
before firmly affixing the rubber strip 
to ensure a strong adhesion. Do not 
use Stairslide without the rubber strip. 
Super glue or Gorilla Glue™ may be 
used to re-attach the rubber strip if 
removed.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You are now the proud owner of the official Stairslide™.
Can you feel the thrill? #stairslideisreal

DO slide down in a sitting position with legs pointed straight down.
DO reposition Stairslide back against the stairs after each use.
DO use with attentive adult supervision. Always.
DO use with at least one foot of landing space for every stair covered.
DO use with a Stairslide Landing Pad™ and a curious sense of optimism.
DO NOT use if Stairslide has moved away from a secure position against stairs.
DO NOT use if the rubber strip underneath Stairslide is removed.
DO NOT allow more than one person on Stairslide at a time.
DO NOT use if your weight exceeds 175 lbs.
DO NOT use near or under stair railings.
DO NOT slide down head first.

Using Stairslide™ in any way other than its intended use may result in injury. Stairslide is a children’s toy and 
should only be used when seated with feet pointing forward. While every attempt is made to embody the 
highest degree of protection Stairslide LLC cannot guarantee freedom from injury. The user assumes all risk 
of injury or damage due to use, assembly, or transportation. By purchasing or using Stairslide you 
acknowledge these risks. All merchandise is sold on this condition. Visit stairslide.com for more instructions, 
complete liability waiver (”release of claims”), and terms and conditions of use.

     WARNING:  SLIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK

Questions? Email support@stairslide.com
© 2021 Stairslide LLC. All Rights Reserved. Patent Pending.

Add another Stairslide
      to cover taller stairs!

Stairslide overlaps
(nests) to create a
shorter or longer
slide as needed.

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS: Place Stairslide against the 
stairs with the curved section at the top. Additional 
Stairslides may be placed above to extend the 
length of Stairslide. See stairslide.com for more info.

Pro Tip: Do not place the end
of the bottom Stairslide on the
ground floor; place it on the first
step above ground floor.

Place curved part at top!


